RECOMMENDATION BY PRIMARY THESIS ADVISOR

Due to the Honors Director one week prior to the Thesis Proposal Meeting

STUDENT NAME: ____________________________________________

THESIS TITLE: ____________________________________________

To Research Advisor: Your careful assessment of the significance and feasibility of this project and of the student’s ability to carry it out is very important to the success of his application.

1. What is the significance of the proposed project?

2. Given a time period of one academic year and resources available or to be obtained with the project stipend, is the project feasible?

3. How well prepared is the student to undertake the project?

4. Are you willing to commit yourself to, and does your schedule permit, supervision of the project throughout the scholarship period?

Comments:

ADVISOR NAME: ____________________________________________

Signature

This form is due to the HRS Honors Program Coordinator one-week prior to the scheduled proposal meeting to accompany the Application to Graduate with Distinction.